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• In the soil nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, important 
functions such as axon regeneration within the worm are 
partially attributed to the functions of gene PMK-3 pathways 
(Nix et al. 2011)

• PMK-3 is often referred to as p38 MAPK (mitogen-activated 
protein kinase) due to sequence similarities with p38 (Berman 
et al. 2001). 

• Signals from this specific gene have been observed to regulate 
cilium length (van der Vaart et al. 2015) and the formation of 
muscle connections (D’Souza et al. 2016) 

• Microtubules appear to be heavily linked to PMK-3, 
particularly due to the microtubule core which makes up cilia 
(van der Vaart et al. 2015) 

• PMK-3 is responsive to extracellular environmental stresses 
and inflammatory devices such as sodium chloride (Berman 
2001)

• The stressor sodium chloride was shown to activate “much 
greater kinase activity” (Berman et al. 2001)

• Changed gene function by treatment of an anti-inflammatory 
such as sodium chloride should in turn relate to a lack or 
decrease of kinase function and alternative gene expression 
when C. elegans is placed in the presence of an anti-
inflammatory. 

• Due to PMK-3’s tendency to be activated by inflammatory 
stresses, the administration of an anti-inflammatory will 
alternatively splice the gene, therefore reducing gene 
expression and protein levels in C. elegans. 
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• The best observed annealing temperatures were 51.2C and 53.9C, with 
53.9C being chosen for final PCR of the treated and control cDNA with 
primers.

• There are multiple bands in both of the samples, however, both samples, 
treated and control, contain the same number of and sized fragments. 
They also are much different than expected in size. The fragments are 
over 2000 base pairs in length, which would indicate issues in annealing 
of the selected and diluted primers. It is possible that they annealed at 
locations far from the anticipated locations, therefore creating exceedingly 
large bands.

• The resulting fragments of cDNA would indicate that if the RNA had 
been translated into amino acids, the final proteins would be very different 
from the anticipated protein which promotes kinase function within the 
organism. This would be due to the excess base pairs present and the 
many unintended amino acids in the final product.

• Because the resulting proteins would contain so much extra material, they 
would most likely not be very functional, or take on another function 
entirely based on the large sequence of amino acids.

• The proteins which result from the PMK-3 gene, which is in part 
responsible for cilium length and function of muscle connections, heavily 
impact ATP binding and kinase activity. When lacking this function, C. 
elegans mobility would most likely be notably negatively affected and 
lacking.

• In a similar experiment with PMK-3, Berman et al. reported no alternative 
splicing of the gene (2001). However, other results concluded a decrease 
in protein levels which would be in direct correlation to splicing 
(Bounoutas et al. 2011). 

• Alternative splicing was not observed in this case due to possible 
improper primer annealing; however, the prospect of an anti-
inflammatory having a substantial effect on PMK-3 still persists.

Conclusions

More testing is needed
• To test different primers to ensure that annealing at unintended locations 

does not occur
• To determine if, with proper primer annealing, the concentration/use of 

the anti-inflammatory, ibuprofen, does not cause alternative splicing and 
if a stronger/different anti-inflammatory is better suited to induce 
alternative splicing

• In the case of the same issues occurring with annealing, the smaller bands 
could be excised and sequenced to see if any alternative splicing occurred.

Future Directions

Methods

Methods Results

Selection of PMK-3 as gene of interest 
in C. elegans and treatment of 

ibuprofen

Growth of nematodes & PCR primer 
design

Harvesting of nematodes & treatment 
with 10µM ibuprofen with a control 

group kept

Use of forward & reverse PCR 
primers on gradient PCR to determine 

best annealing temp with gel 
electrophoresis

Use of forward & reverse PCR 
primers on experimental and control 

cDNA in best annealing temp (53.9ºC)     

Gel electrophoresis run on PCR cDNA 
to determine any present alternative 

splicing based on band sizes

Mapping of gene’s exon’s & 
introns/region of possible alternative 

splicing

Fig. 1: Gene structure of PMK-3. This shows the normal splicing patterns of the 
gene by the green branches. This structure was derived from WormBase as a basis 
for targeting alternative splicing (2019)..

Fig. 2: Gene region of interest with expected PCR sizes. Expected alternative 
splicing patterns shown in orange along with expected base pair length after PCR 
with and without splicing (Primer3Plus 2019).

Results

Fig. 4: Gradient PCR. Used to determine best annealing temp, which was 
determined to be 53.9ºC (Invitrogen™ TrackIt™ 100 bp DNA Ladder from 
ThermoFisher Scientific used).
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Fig. 5: Control and experimental (treated) RT-PCR. In this gel run, although 
the annealing temperature was ideal, unexpected band sizes appeared. Such large 
bands as 5000bp and 2500bp would indicate that the primers did not anneal at the 
intended locations, but rather very far apart.

Fig. 6: Protein translation comparison. Predicted Isoform1 is shortened 
at the amino terminus of the protein (ExPasy 2019). 

Fig. 3: Domain of PMK-3 in C. elegans. The S_TKc protein’s alpha 
and beta folds create an involvement in ATP binding. Catalytic 
enzyme activity is driven by its center which holds aspartic acid 
(UnitProt SMART 2019),


